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Buchanan Fine Art
Katherine buchanan
Commission a beautiful oil painting from Katherine Buchanan. She is an experienced painter of people and other
subjects. Katherine is represented exclusively by Portraits Inc., the world’s oldest and largest portrait agency.
Art collectors find her easy to work with, and a beautiful finished portrait is guaranteed. View more of her work
on her website, katherinebuchananartist.com. Also see PortraitsInc.com, The Gallery Collection at PortraitsInc.
com, or visit the Portraits Inc. Gallery in Birmingham, Al. Her studio is located at her home in the Barnett Reservoir
area. Feel free to contact Katherine by email or text for more information on her work.

katherinebuchananartist.com | 601.955.8652 | buchanan299@aol.com
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Anna Allen Interior Design
Anna Allen Interior Design, Madison, Miss., offers a range of services for residential and commercial interior
projects. Anna leads her clients through the design and construction process for custom homes and renovations
and offers design packages for single rooms. Anna focuses on creating functional and beautiful spaces, providing
clients with results that exceed their expectations. From concept to completion, her seamless design process
and attention to detail allow the client to have an enjoyable experience during their project. The firm’s values are
grounded in respect, trust, and strong communication. Anna uses her extensive experience and knowledge in the
design industry to make each project timeless and unique. One client says, “Anna had the technical and creative
skills to fine-tune our floor plan for our future home and guide us through the building process, giving us confidence
in all decisions made. Our trust in her ability to communicate details with our builder made the process organized
and pleasant. We love our home.”

601.506.5563 | anna@annaalleninteriordesign.com | annaalleninteriordesign.com
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Anna Allen, ASID
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Left to right: Dr. Stephen Davidson, Dr. Shelby Brantley, Dr. Eric Wegener,
Dr. Dev A. ManiSundaram, Dr. Adrian Smith, Dr. Kenneth Barraza, Dr. Michael Kanosky,
and Dr. Aubrey Lucas

The Face & Body Center
OF PLASTIC AND HAND SURGERY ASSOCIATES
This is the South’s premier destination for cosmetic, plastic, and reconstructive procedures. The main campus in
Flowood includes a brand new state-of-the-art clinic, a licensed surgical center, and full-service medical spa. The
Face & Body Center is the perfect place to discover your best self. The doctors of The Face & Body Center are
among the country’s most experienced plastic surgeons, all who are board certified through the American Board of
Plastic Surgery. Our surgeons specialize in breast resizing, breast restoration and reconstruction, eyelid surgery,
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face and/or neck-lift, liposuction, nose reshaping, tummy tuck, body contouring, skin revitalization treatments,
hand surgeries and various surgeries related to skin cancer and melanoma diagnosis. In addition to working
diligently to give their patients the result they desire, The Face & Body Center physicians also feel a common duty
to give back to the community through participation in various charities and non-profit organizations throughout
Mississippi. Above all, The Face & Body Center is where being beautiful never gets old.

2550 FLOWOOD DR., STE. 102 | FLOWOOD | FACEANDBODYCENTER.COM | 601.939.9999
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For 30 years, Belinda Stewart Architects, PA has created and restored cherished landmarks, serving clients and
communities throughout Mississippi and the Southeast. We design with history and purpose in mind, specializing in
historic preservation/rehabilitation, expansions and contextually inspired new design and construction. We help our
clients move from idea to reality through expert project planning, preliminary design, budgeting and identifying and
pursuing funding possibilities. We have helped bring more than $25 million in additional funding to our community
projects. With 90 awards for excellence in design and preservation, we’d like to make your project part of our
designing history.

61 n. dunn st. | EUPORA | 662.258.6405 | BELINDASTEWARTARCHITECTS.COM
Facebook: @BELINDA STEWART ARCHITECTS, PA | INSTAGRAM: @BELINDASTEWARTARCHITECTS
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Belinda Stewart Architects, PA
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SHAWN DUBE NUTRITION
I know what it is like living in a body you are uncomfortable with, trying diet after diet, and never getting results that
stick. Years later and sustainably losing 70 pounds, my passion is now helping others like me transform their lives.
I am a Precision Nutrition Level 2 coach offering personalized coaching to help you look, feel, and perform your
best. With ongoing support, guidance, and accountability, we use a science-based, flexible approach to nutrition
and help build healthy lifestyle habits. No more unsustainable diets and spinning your wheels. Let’s work together
and achieve life-changing results!

180 montbrook dr. | Jackson | shawndubenutrition.com | 601.365.1709
facebook: @shawndubenutrition | instagram: @shawndube
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SHAWN DUBE, CF-L1, NCI-L1, PN2
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Mississippi Association
of Nurse Practitioners
MANP, established in 2014, has a strong mission to move the nurse practitioner profession forward in MS. MANP
is the first and only state association devoted entirely to nurse practitioners. Our board’s directors are comprised
of and managed by ten volunteer nurse practitioners elected by the association’s membership. MANP advocates
for nurse practitioners to practice to the fullest extent of their education and training. Full practice authority is
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(Back row left to right): Donna Pittman (PAC Treasurer), Gluckstadt; John Morgan Hughes (Lobbyist), Jackson;
Carolyn Coleman (PAC Chair), Terry; Maybelle Jackson, Natchez; Robert Ware (Treasurer), Flowood;
Tina Highfill (Past President), Madison
(Front row): Rena Beal, Jackson; Toni Marchionna, Madison; Wanda Stroupe, Ripley;
Laleta Stone (Secretary), Starkville; Brenda Hood, Sardis; Beverly Ann Glasgow (President), Oxford

not a scope of practice expansion. Current contractual barriers placed on nurse practitioners restrict trade and
create unnecessary access to care barriers for patients. MANP recognizes the importance of nurse practitioners
in the provision of healthcare, the need for enhanced visibility, legislative clout, educational opportunities, and
participation in key decision-making roles, as well as health policy. MANP membership dues go directly to promote
these endeavors. We encourage nurse practitioners to be an active part of MANP, and collectively, we can reach
our goals, protect the profession, and care for our patients without antiquated over-regulation and unnecessary
restrictions.

152 Watford Parkway Dr., STE. 109 | Canton | 601.407.3226 | msanp.org
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Not pictured: Amanda Greene
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Beth Dean Fine Art
Beth Dean is a Mississippi native whose art studio is in Madison County. Beth is best known for her intense color
palette and most notably her skillful expression of water and skies. It is Beth’s propensity for travel and keen
observation of everyday life, whether at home or in far-flung places, that makes her original oil paintings fresh and
vibrant. Beth may be contacted directly to view her works or to arrange a personalized commission. For gallery
representation visit: bethdeanstudio.com.

STUDIO: LAKE LORMAN IN MADISON | 601.209.1434 | BETHDEANSTUDIO.com
Facebook AND INSTAGRAM: @BETHDEANSTUDIO
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beth dean
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Top Left: Jared Robinson, Intern Architect; James Toberman, Mechanical Engineer;
Joshua Johnson, Intern Architect; Kelli Bosarge, Intern Architect
Middle Row: Samantha Vance, Architect
Bottom Row: Ethan Warren, Architect; Hannah Wilson, Interior Designer
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CDFL Plus
Cooke Douglass Farr Lemons Architects + Engineers PA prides ourselves on bringing together a diverse and
talented team. We are architects, engineers, interior designers, and landscape architects working together under
the same roof. Throughout our 60-year history, CDFL has celebrated ideas and the way an integrated team can
inspire each other to reach new heights. As we enter our 60th year in business, we continue to celebrate new
ideas with the next generation of designers. We are excited about what these designers bring to our team and look
forward to the next 60 years. When our talents come together around a client’s needs, there is nothing we can’t
achieve!

3221 OLD CANTON RD., STE. 200 | JACKSON | 601.366.3110
FACEBOOK: @CDFLPLUS | INSTAGRAM: @CDFLPLUS | TWITTER: @CDFLPLUS
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Left to right:
Steve Massey, CPA, CFP ®
John F. Hill, CFP®
Jeff Turnipseed, CPA
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WealthPartners
Working with a wealth management advisor from WealthPartners can help your decision to retire be a more
confident one. Our belief is that with solid foundational planning comes confidence and with confidence comes the
ability to enjoy your retirement to the fullest. By leveraging technology to model and stress test your financial plan
and investment portfolios, we can provide real guidance with data-driven reporting. If you are still guessing what
lies in your financial future, we can help.

220 Trace colony park dr., ste. a | RIDGELAND, MS | 601.414.4455 | WEALTHPARTNERSLLP.
COM WEALTHPARTNERSLLP@WPARTNERSLLP.COM
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Mockingbird Comfort Care
BRANDY QUINN
Brandy started Mockingbird Comfort Care, a local Mississippi company, after many years in the health and
home-care fields. Mockingbird Comfort Care offers supportive care for your loved one. “I want to provide the
same caring and compassionate service that I would want for my loved ones.” Mockingbird Comfort Care offers
a special approach to caregiving. Our team can provide many services, such as personal care needs, help with
daily activities, hospital stays, transportation, meals, and light housekeeping. Our caregivers are passionate
about providing caring, friendly, and attentive services to your loved one.

745 HWY. 51, STE. U | MADISON | 601.790.7907 | MOCKINGBIRDCOMFORTCARE.COM
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MS Lending, LLC
Following her passion for helping others achieve the ultimate dream of home ownership, Michelle Dugan opened MS
Lending, LLC in 2019, with one goal in mind: to offer a unique lending experience that goes beyond the transaction.
MS Lending is a boutique mortgage brokerage that delivers both a high-tech and high-touch personalized service
to provide the critical information clients need when navigating the complex world of real estate and mortgages.
Michelle has worked in real estate financing since 2001. She was born and raised in Madison, where she currently
resides with her husband Nicholas and their three children, Bodie, Dylan, and Harper.

681 TOWNE CENTER BLVD., STE. A | RIDGELAND | 601.651.3959 | NMLS #1833776
MSLENDING.NET | MICHELLE@MSLENDING.NET | Facebook: @MSLENDINGLLC
INSTAGRAM: @MSLENDING
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MICHELLE DUGAN, NMLS
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Sherrye LaCour Insurance
SHERRYE LACOUR
PHOTO BY RON BLAYLOCK

With 12 years of prior insurance experience, Sherrye recently opened a new independent insurance agency offering
both personal and commercial insurance through a multi-carrier platform to find the best fit for each client’s needs.
Sherrye LaCour Insurance takes a hands-on approach, from initially gathering and assessing necessary information
to recommending and writing a policy, and throughout the life of the policy. The agency is readily available and
dependable whether it be making endorsements or filing claims.
Sherrye is a native of Madison County and attended Mississippi State and Belhaven College. She is licensed in the
state of Mississippi and will be adding Louisiana and Tennessee in the near future.

648 LAKELAND E. DR., STE. B | Flowood | 601.286.8230 | LACOURINSURANCE.COM
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Pinnacle Trust
RELIABLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT SINCE 1997
Since 1997, Pinnacle Trust has leveraged a broad financial vision to help a multitude of clients achieve financial
fulfillment and security. Our journey began when Stacey Wall, Beth McGaugh, and Jana Parrish joined to create a
Mississippi-based independent trust. The three founding members created the highly personalized, goals-based
wealth management experience which serves our clients and the communities we operate in. Our advisors help
you connect your life goal to your financial means.
From humble beginnings to currently employing a team of 14, Pinnacle Trust succeeds in providing financial stability
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to clients in more than 20 states. A solid reputation for forecasting economic and financial markets contributes to
Pinnacle Trust’s 23-year history of providing trusted wealth management services. Our advisors currently manage
approximately $500 million in client assets and continue to help clients achieve their financial goals.

101 port st., ste. 200 | madison | PINNTRUST.COM | 601.957.0323
FACEBOOK: @PINNTRUST | INSTAGRAM: @PINNACLETRUST | TWITTER: @PINNACLE_TRUST
LINKEDIN: @PINNACLE TRUST | PODCAST: MIND ON MY MONEY, ON APPLE OR SPOTIFY
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Magnolia Travel Group is a concierge travel agency offering our clients custom and unforgettable travel experiences.
Magnolia Travel Group opened its virtual doors in August 2017 when co-owners Jennifer Wooten and Kim Sims saw
the need for a different type of travel agency in Mississippi. They realized the need to provide the perfect hybrid of
what the modern travel client was looking for: the ease and convenience of online services paired with the expertise
and attention of a professional travel advisor. Today, Magnolia Travel Group has grown to 35 advisors in over 10
markets across the country. Their advisors are the heart of the company. You’ll love where we take you!

601.790.3039 | MAGNOLIATRAVELGROUP.COM | INFO@MAGNOLIATRAVELGROUP.COM
FACEBOOK: @MAGNOLIATRAVELGROUP | INSTAGRAM: @MAGNOLIATRAVELGROUP
TWITTER: @MAGNOLIA_TRAVEL
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Magnolia Travel Group
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Ferguson & Associates
Architecture
PHOTO BY ABE DRAPER

G.G. ferguson, PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT
As president and principal architect, Gary Gordon (“G.G.”) Ferguson heads Ferguson & Associates Architecture,
P.A.—a firm with an integrated background of design, engineering, construction, creativity, and business. With
current projects across the Southeast, G.G. works mainly in Mississippi from the north to the coast, ranging from
large educational and athletic facilities to churches, commercial and retail, and high-end residential. Inspired to
deliver the aesthetic vision to impress, Ferguson & Associates provides the management expertise to achieve a
successful project. “We understand that client perception is our reality, and we are dedicated to your satisfaction,”
states G.G.

100 calumet gardens, ste. 200 | MADISON | 601.607.7933 | fergusonarchitecture.net
FACEBOOK: @FERGUSONARCH | INSTAGRAM: @FERGUSONARCH_
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The Congruent Life, LLC

PHOTO BY KAT HARRIS

ANNA POWERS, FOUNDER
TCL was founded in 2015 by Mississippi native, licensed attorney and expert copywriter Anna Powers to help
professionals leverage their existing skill sets by creating profitable online businesses. TCL also supports private
clients in excelling in their current careers through brain-based coaching principles and mastering the timeless
skills of sales and messaging. Connect with us online to see our full suite of business-building programs and
courses, or book us for seminars, consulting and keynote speaking to transform your organization from the inside
out. We are a faith-forward company dedicated to magnifying our clients’ results in business while magnifying God
with our business.

MADISON | 601.215.5583 | SARAANNAPOWERS.COM | ANNA@SARAANNAPOWERS.COM
FACEBOOK: @SARAANNAPOWERS | INSTAGRAM: @SARAANNAPOWERS
PODCAST: FAITH FORWARD ONLINE BUSINESS (VIA APPLE itunes, STITCHER AND spotify)
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Enhanced Wellness Living
Nurse Practitioner Kelly Engelmann, FNP-BC, MSN, MSMS, FAAFM, ABAAH, founder of Enhanced Wellness Living
Functional Medicine Clinic, is passionate about a food first approach for healing. Using nutritional health as the
foundation for healing empowers patients to gain control of their chronic health conditions. Lifestyle/Functional
Medicine is a way of approaching healthcare by focusing on YOU, not the disease. At Enhanced Wellness Living
we provide the most comprehensive clinical education, treatment, and life-changing results through personalized
Wellness Plans for achieving optimal health. This year, we welcome Leigh Gault, FNP-C, MSN, to the EWL Family.
Take control of your health and Live Life Well!

115 W. JACKSON ST. | RIDGELAND | 601.364.1132 | ENHANCEDWELLNESS.COM
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KELLY ENGELMANN, FNP-BC, MSN, MSMS, FAAFM, ABAAHP
LEIGH GAULT, FNP-C, MSN
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Allyson Duckworth’s passions for
travel and design are the hallmarks of
her personal brand, Pearly Peacock
Design. Using unique, inspired design,
Allyson makes spaces feel both
welcoming and personal. Skilled in
event planning and interior design,
this lifelong Mississippian can expertly
execute your next project, no matter
the location. Pearly Peacock Design
allows Allyson to make incredible
relationships with clients and other
creatives, like New Orleans-based artist
Tony Mose and his wife, Tracey, of Esom
Gallery. This summer, Pearly Peacock
Design has launched a refreshed
website (pearlypeacockdesign.com) in
collaboration with Baylor Pillow of Beep
Design Consulting and will partner
again to launch the Pearly Peacock
Design Store, an online shop coming
fall 2020.

Pearly Peacock Design
ALLYSON DUCKWORTH, iNTERIOR DESIGNER
OXFORD | 662.832.0748 | PEARLYPEACOCKDESIGN.COM | HELLO@PEARLYPEACOCKDESIGN.COM

